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Abstract: We present a computational manufacturing program for monitoring group delay
dispersion (GDD). Two kinds of dispersive mirrors computational manufactured by GDD, broad-
band, and time monitoring simulator are compared. The results revealed the particular advantages
of GDD monitoring in dispersive mirror deposition simulations. The self-compensation effect of
GDD monitoring is discussed. GDD monitoring can improve the precision of layer termination
techniques, it may become a possible approach to manufacture other optical coatings.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

During the last decades, ultrafast laser systems offer potential applications in advanced scientific
fields such as frequency comb spectroscopy, ultra-precise material processing and medical
diagnostics [1,2]. In 1994, Szipöcs et al. [3] first invented dispersive mirrors, which have great
potential in phase modulation and have attracted many scientists. Owing to the success of
dispersive mirrors, ultrafast optics technology continues moving towards shorter durations and
higher intensities [4]. Multilayer dielectric dispersive mirrors are popular in femtosecond and
attosecond physics because of their accurate control of group delay dispersion (GDD) and spectral
integration ability [5,6]. For example, precise broadband GDD control allows the generation of
laser pulses with durations <3fs from a Ti: sapphire laser [7]. Nowadays, dispersive mirrors
have become the key devices for controlling ultrafast laser systems.

In the course of this development, the output power and beam quality requirements continuously
increased; dispersive mirrors with high reflection efficiency and very accurate negative broadband
GDD are needed. Modern dispersive mirrors are designed with more than a hundred layers to
satisfy the complex requirements of dispersion control in advanced laser systems. For optical
coatings with complex structures, different optical monitoring strategies have been applied to
different coating types [8,9]. Recent research has shown an error self-compensation effect in
direct optical monitoring, which is positive in most cases. Typical beneficial mechanisms are
based on compensating for the deviation in the optical thickness by modulating the physical
thickness of the current layer [10,11]. However, in the case of the GDD properties of the
dispersive mirrors, this compensation effect may be counterproductive. Because the target value
for conventional optical monitoring is the transmittance or reflectance data, the compensation
process adjusts the optical thicknesses according to the target spectrum rather than the target GDD
values [12]. Therefore, complex dispersive mirrors are often fabricated using time monitoring
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techniques or quartz crystal monitoring techniques. This approach is ineffective because multiple
iterations are required to obtain a stable set of deposition parameters to achieve an accurate
GDD [13,14]. In addition, this method relies heavily on the stability of the deposition process;
hence, the successful fabrication of complex dispersive mirrors cannot be achieved without
advanced and expensive sputtering deposition equipment [15]. The Laser Zentrum Hannover
presented a fiber based in-situ Fourier transform GDD measurement system [16] for the optical
coating process. This monitoring method provides a new perspective for fabricating optical thin
films with good GDD properties. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no research
revealing the error self-compensation mechanism of in-situ GDD monitoring, and comparing the
fabrication of dispersive mirrors under the conditions of GDD monitoring, broadband optical
monitoring, and time monitoring.

Here, we establish a computational manufacturing program based on GDD monitoring and
demonstrate the results of dispersive mirrors in three monitoring strategies: GDD monitoring,
broadband optical monitoring, and time monitoring. We demonstrate the mechanism of in-situ
direct GDD monitoring for the first time. Section 2 describes a computational manufacturing
program for GDD monitoring, and Section 3 describes the computational manufacturing of
dispersive mirrors under three monitoring strategies. A discussion of the GDD monitoring
mechanism is presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Computational manufacturing program of GDD monitoring

Virtual coating programs incorporating modern deposition processes and monitoring strategies
are important tools for investigating the preproduction of optical coatings. A virtual coating
program built using mathematical methods can rapidly demonstrate the complete coating process.
The virtual coating program allows the rapid generation of possible fabrication results and
provides a constructive solution for coating designers. Broadband optical monitoring simulators
are widely used in practice [17]. In order to expand horizons in the field of coating technology,
we developed a GDD monitoring simulator for the deposition processes of multilayer optical
coatings, characterized by replacing intensity measurements with phase determination. In this
paper, the GDD monitoring simulator is based on the in-situ GDD measurement system in [16].
The idea is the in-situ determination of GDD directly on moving substrates by combining the
IBS deposition chamber with a Michelson interferometer. This is achieved by a fiber based
in-situ short time Fourier transform measurement device that makes GDD precision comparable
to common ex-situ systems.

Let us describe the main algorithmic features of this simulator.

• Let dtheor
1 , . . . , dtheor

m be the physical thickness of the coating layer, where m is the total
number of coating layers. The substrate and thin film materials parameters were determined,
and the Cauchy formula was employed to express the dispersion of their refractive indices.
The simulator can generate a theoretical GDD curve for each layer based on these
parameters.

• The deposition rate of the material is set to v. However, the deposition rate of optical thin
film materials is unstable, and we assume that the dependence of the deposition rate on
time can be represented by a stationary random process. Hence, vrms is the root mean
square fluctuation of the deposition rate with time, and tcorr is the correlation time.

• Set j as the current monitoring layer, and the theoretical physics of the current layer is
denoted as dtheor

j , j ≤ m.

• Let us denote dactual
1 , . . . , dactual

j−1 as the actual thicknesses of the already deposited layers,
where the actual thickness of the ith layer is denoted as dactual

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Denote δdmeasure
i
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as the thickness errors of the ith layer caused by monitoring, and the δdshutter
i means

the thickness error caused by shutter delay. The actual thickness of the ith layer can be
represented as

dactual
i = dtheor

i + δdmeasure
i + δdshutter

i (1)

• The sources of the deposition thickness deviations are multifactorial. Computational
manufacturing are valuable only if the error factors are correctly simulated. We denote
the mean shutter delay time is tshutter, and the shutter delay RMS is tshutter

rms ; The “actual”
thickness of the deposition layer dactual(ts) known to the simulator is calculated from
the relation dactual(ts) = dactual(ts−1) + vs(ts − ts−1) (s is the index of the deposition time
instance). vs is the time-dependent fluctuating deposition rate generated by the simulator,
in which vs = v + δvrms(ts). This simulator monitoring target is the GDD of coatings.
Hence, we assume GDDmeasure is the real measurement value, and then introduce the error
factor measured in the real experiment into the real measurement model of the simulator,
including I. random test signal noise δGDDmeasure

random (λ, ts) (uncorrelated with respect to λ
error with dispersion σmeasure

random ); II. Systematic error δGDDmeasure
systematic.

• These data form the basis for calculating the actual GDD(dactual
1 , . . . , dactual

j−1 , dactual(ts), λ)
values at each wavelength λ of the multilayer coating. Consequently, the expression for the
real measurement value GDDmeasure(dactual

1 , . . . , dactual
j−1 , dactual(ts), λ, ts) at time ts takes the

following form:

GDDmeasure(dactual
1 , . . . , dactual

j−1 , dactual(ts), λ, ts) = GDD

(dactual
1 , . . . , dactual

j−1 , dactual(ts), λ) + δGDDmeasure
random (λ, ts) + δGDDmeasure

systematic
(2)

The process simulation flow of GDD monitoring is as follows:

a) The designer provides thin film materials, substrate material, and multilayer design data,
from which the simulator generates the theoretical GDD curves for each layer.

b) Then, the thin film begins to deposit, and the thickness of the thin film increases with time,
where the deposition rate is vs;

c) The simulator collects the GDD data in real time with a time interval τ, and inverts the
thickness of the deposited thin film destimate(ts) accordingly. The following formula shows
the thickness of the deposited layer at a given time.

destimate(ts) = min
d

∑︁
λ

[GDD(destimate
1 , . . . destimate

j−1 , d, λ) − GDDmeasure(dactual
1 , . . . dactual

j−1 , dactual(ts), λ, ts)]2

(3)

d) The deposition of the jth layer is terminated when the minimum of the discrepancy function

Fj(d) = min
d

∑︁
λ

[GDD(dtheor
1 , . . . dtheor

j−1 , dtheor) − GDDTerminate(dactual
1 , . . . dactual

j−1 , dprediction)]2
(4)

where GDDTerminate denotes the termination curve in the jth layer and dprediction denotes
the predicted coating stop thickness of the jth layer. The prediction of the deposition
thickness of the jth layer is calculated using the target curve, and the coating of this layer is
terminated when the inverse jth layer thickness approximates the predicted thickness.

e) If j<m, then transition to b) takes place and starts the deposition of the next layer; if j=m,
the simulator is terminated.
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3. Computational manufacturing of dispersive mirrors with different monitoring
strategies

This section presents the computational manufacturing of two typical dispersive mirrors for
different monitoring simulators. Before conducting the computational manufacturing, it was
necessary to provide a feasible design. We present two types of dispersive mirror designs
that can compensate for the GDD depicted in Fig. 1 using violet crosses. The substrate
was 7980 glass; the layer materials were Ta2O5 and SiO2. The refractive index wavelength
dependencies of both the layer materials and substrates are specified by the Cauchy formula
n(λ) = A0 + A1(λ0/λ)

2 + A2(λ0/λ)
4 with the coefficients presented in Table 1.

Fig. 1. LDM design(a) and HDM design(b), Reflectance (blue curve), target reflectance
(red crosses), GDD (red curve) and target GDD (violet crosses)

Table 1. Cauchy formula coefficients for the substrate and layer materials

Material A0 A1 A2

Ta2O5 2.1050 2.03537×10−2 1.32433×10−3

SiO2 1.4761 1.50488×10−3 4.30515×10−4

Glass 7980 1.4616 4.36247×10−3 0

We achieved the design with GDD and reflectance, as shown in Fig. 1, using the gradual
evolution technique [18] and the OptiLayer software [19]. The level of GDD at 800 nm for
the low-dispersion mirror (LDM) in Fig. 1(a) corresponds to −100fs2, and the level of GDD at
800 nm for the high-dispersive mirror (HDM) in Fig. 1(b) corresponds to −1000fs2. The target is
indicated by the cross in the illustration.

Delays in the LDM are primarily controlled by the penetration depth effect [20], as shown in
Fig. 2(a), which depicts the LDM design structure. The phase delay is achieved by modulating the
layer thicknesses close to the incident medium, which allows wavelengths in different frequency
domains to penetrate different depths. The regular layer structure near the substrate side ensured
a high reflection efficiency at 800 nm. The sensitivity of each LDM layer is shown in Fig. 2(b).
The layer sensitivity was calculated based on the deviation of the simulated spectral and GDD
features from the theoretical features generated by the layer thickness errors.

For the HDM, the delays are mainly affected by both the penetration depth and the Gires-
Tournois interferometer effects [21], as shown in Fig. 3(a). Increasing the number of modulation
layers and adding Gires-Tournois cavities to obtain high GDD modulation extends the dwell time
of the wavelength in the coatings. However, the layer sensitivity increased owing to the cavity
structure.

We describe three monitoring environments for the simulated computational manufacturing
after detailing the specifications of the dispersive mirror design. The first is the in-situ GDD
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Fig. 2. Optical layer thicknesses of 64-layers LDM design(a) Layer sensitivity of LDM
design(b)

Fig. 3. Optical layer thicknesses of 84-layers HDM design(a) Layer sensitivity of HDM
design(b)

monitoring discussed in Section 2. The second is the in-situ broadband monitoring in the
OptiLayer software, which was introduced in [19]. The third type is time monitoring, in which
the level of thickness error is the same for all layers. These errors were normally distributed,
and the mathematical expectation and standard deviation were set to 1%. Table 2 displays the
detailed parameters set in the simulation calculation of the deposition simulation under various
monitoring conditions.

Virtual deposition simulations were performed based on these parameters. Figure 4 depicts
the simulation results of the virtual LDM deposition in the three monitoring environments. In
Fig. 4, the blue and red curves represent the results of a single run of GDD monitoring and
broadband monitoring of computational manufacturing, respectively. For time monitoring, 1000
run simulations were performed, and an orange corridor was displayed that corresponded to the
deviations of the GDD characteristics from their mathematical expectations. Note that the width
of the corridor depends on the probability that the selected characteristic value falls within the
corridor, which we set to 80%. We took the findings of one of the time monitoring runs and
plotted them as orange curve. The three simulation results show that the GDD characteristics
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Table 2. Monitoring parameters of computational manufacturing

Parameters Broadband monitoring GDD monitoring Time monitoring

Deposition rate (Ta2O5) 0.24 nm/s 0.24 nm/s -

Deposition rate (SiO2) 0.18 nm/s 0.18 nm/s -

Deposition rate RMS (Ta2O5) 0.012 nm/s 0.012 nm/s -

Deposition rate RMS (SiO2) 0.018 nm/s 0.018 nm/s -

Correlation time 3s 3s -

Monitoring wavelength 500∼1050 750∼850 -

Wavelength points 551 101 -

Mean shutter delay 0.5 s 0.5 s -

Shutter delay RMS 0.5 s 0.5 s -

Scan interval 3 s 3 s -

Monitoring random error 3% 3% -

Measure mode transmittance GDD time

Physical thickness error (Relative RMS) - - 1%

for both GDD and broadband monitoring fall inside the time monitoring corridor, indicating
that GDD monitoring techniques are more suitable for LDM fabrication. The computational
manufacturing results correlated well with the theoretical curve in the GDD monitoring range
(750–850 nm).

Fig. 4. The theoretical GDD (black curve), simulated GDD (GDD monitoring—red curve,
broadband monitoring—blue curve, and time monitoring—orange curve) and a corridor of
time monitoring GDD errors (orange area) for the LDM simulation results

The distribution of layer thickness errors during several monitoring simulations is shown in
Fig. 5. The layer thickness errors in the time monitoring were smaller than those in the GDD and
broadband monitoring, especially in the last few layers. Although the relative thickness errors
of the layers were high during GDD monitoring, the final results deviated the least from the
theoretical design. It is plausible to assume that, as with the error self-compensation effect of
broadband monitoring for spectral characteristics [9], the error self-compensation effect exists
when GDD monitoring targets GDD characteristics.

The HDM computational manufacturing were conducted in the same monitoring environment,
and the simulated results are shown in Fig. 6. The simulation findings of broadband monitoring
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Fig. 5. Relative errors in 64-layers thicknesses of deposition simulations

and time monitoring in the concerned wavelength range (780–820 nm) deviate significantly from
the design curve. In contrast, the results of GDD monitoring show that the GDD deviates within
an acceptable range, with deviations less than 30% of the target value.

Fig. 6. The theoretical GDD (black curve), simulated GDD (GDD monitoring—red curve,
broadband monitoring—blue curve, time monitoring—orange curve), and a corridor of time
monitoring GDD errors (orange area) for the HDM simulation results

The layer thickness error distributions of HDM different monitoring simulations are shown
in Fig. 7. The relative layer thickness errors for both GDD and broadband monitoring were
higher than the relative thickness errors for time monitoring. With an increase in the number of
deposited layers, the thickness error increases owing to the cumulative effect of the thickness
errors. Although the relative thickness errors of the HDM and LDM are similar, the HDM is more
sensitive to the thickness error, as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b), resulting in the simulation of the
computational manufacturing with broadband monitoring deviating greatly from the theoretical
design. This implies that precisely fabricating a high reflection mirror with a high GDD via
time monitoring or broadband monitoring is challenging. Consequently, GDD monitoring
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demonstrated distinct advantages in the fabrication of dispersive mirrors. This benefit stems
from our assumption of error self-compensation in GDD monitoring. According to the results
of the two GDD monitoring computational manufacturing, the relative thickness errors of the
layers are larger than the time monitoring errors, partly because of the cumulative effect of direct
monitoring thickness errors but primarily because of the process of re-optimization of the target
thickness during the termination course.

Fig. 7. Relative errors in 84-layers thicknesses of deposition simulations

In the above simulation environment, GDD and broadband monitoring random error and
spectral resolution are equal. In practice, the measurement error levels of the GDD measurement
system based on Fourier transform is higher than that of the broadband monitoring system [22]. In
Fig. 8, we present the GDD simulation curves obtained by varying the GDD monitoring random

Fig. 8. The theoretical GDD (black curve), simulated GDD (GDD monitoring with 3%
random error —dot curve, GDD monitoring with 5% random error—dashed curve) for the
LDM
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error and the wavelength points. First, one can see that when the GDD monitoring random error
increases from 3% to 5%, there is no significant deviation in the results of the simulated GDD
curve. Second, one can conclude that a reasonable increase in the GDD monitoring random error
does not significantly affect the results of computational manufacturing dispersion mirrors.

4. Discussion on the error self-compensation mechanism of GDD monitoring

The simulated results in Section 3 demonstrate the excellent performance of GDD monitoring
in manufacturing dispersive mirrors and reveal the possible error self-compensation effect in
the process. It was already indicated that the error self-compensation effect in the monitoring
process is related to the thickness error correlation caused by direct monitoring [23].

An effective approach to demonstrate the existence of the error self-compensation effect is to
compare the manufacturing results under correlated and uncorrelated thickness error conditions
[24]. The computational manufacturing process introduces various random factors that cause
thickness errors. Therefore, the simulated results of the thickness error correlation require
statistical analysis. Therefore, to further illustrate the error self-compensation effect, we built a
simplified GDD monitoring simulation tool that can be used to generate thousands of simulations
in real time.

The process of the simplified simulator is as follows:

a) In the first deposited layer, the actual thickness of the first layer is d1 = dtheor
1 + ν1 due to the

shutter delay, where ν1 follows a normal distribution with a random error ν1 ∼ N(µ1,σ2
1 );

b) When depositing the jth layer, the target thickness of the layer is determined based on the
minimum merit function.

dtarget
i = argmin

∑︂
λ

(GDD(λ, dtheor
1 , dtheor

1 , . . . , dtheor
i ) − GDD(λ, dactual

1 , dactual
1 , . . . , dtarget

i ))2

(5)

c) Redefine dact
i = dtarget

i + νi, where νi is a normally distributed random error.

d) If j<m, then go to step b.

e) After all layers are deposited, the thickness error of the thin film is δdi = dact
i − dtheor

i

In the simplified simulator, νi is a random error caused by various factors. The deposition rate
vs follows a normal distribution with a random error νi ∼ N(µv,σ2

v ), and the shutter delay tshutter

follows a normal distribution with a random error tdelay ∼ N(µt,σ2
t ). In the simplified simulator,

we ignore the GDD measurement error. Then, the random error νi is the deposition residual due
to the shutter delay, and its statistical parameters are calculated as

µi = E(vitdelay) = µvµt, (6)

σ2
i = D(vitdelay)

= E(v2
i )E(t

2
delay) − E(vi)

2E(tdelay)
2

= (µ2
v + σ

2
v )(µ

2
t + σ

2
t ) − µ

2
vµ

2
t

= µ2
vσ

2
t + µ

2
t σ

2
v + σ

2
vσ

2
t .

(7)

In the simplified simulator, we use a nonlinear programming approach that constrains the
thickness range to 0.97–1.03 D to find the minimum value of the merit function.

A statistical analysis of the results of the simplified simulator monitoring the two types of
dispersive mirrors is shown in Fig. 9. Each design was simulated 1000 times to provide a sufficient
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sample of data. As shown in Fig. 4, the orange area in Fig. 9 represents the corridor width with
an 80% probability for 1000 simulations. The red area depicts the results of 1000 runs of the
simplified GDD simulator. The corridor width is determined by the 90% probability that the
selected characteristic values fall within the corridor. The results of 10 simulations were chosen
at random from 1000 runs of the simplified GDD simulator and are represented as black curves.
The time monitoring simulation was considered a simulation with uncorrelated thickness errors.
The errors in layer thicknesses were normally distributed with zero mathematical expectation, but
the standard deviation was set to 1% for all layers. GDD simulation monitoring can be regarded
as a correlated thickness error simulation with a root mean square error level of approximately
3%. The statistical analysis results show that the corridor width of the GDD monitoring simulator
is significantly smaller than that of time monitoring. This implies that the uncorrelated thickness
errors destroy the dispersive mirror’s GDD properties. There is also an error self-compensation
effect in the GDD monitoring process. This also implies that manufacturing dispersive mirrors is
more deterministic when GDD monitoring is used.

Fig. 9. Statistical simulation results of 1000 time monitoring simulations and GDD
monitoring simulations, simulation results with LDM (a) and HDM (b), a corridor of
80% probability for 1000 time simulations with the same 1% levels for all coating layers
(orange area), a corridor of 90% probability for 1000 time simulations with GDD monitoring
(red area), and the results of 10 runs were randomly selected from 1000 GDD monitoring
simulations (black curve).

The existence of an error self-compensation effect in the GDD monitoring process is predictable.
There is an error self-compensation effect in the broadband monitoring process, and the
mathematical mechanism of the error self-compensation effect in broadband monitoring was
investigated in [25]. The results show that when the monitoring and design merit functions
have the same variables, the two evaluation functions are matched, and the thickness errors can
compensate for the spectral variation. Essentially, the flow of the GDD monitoring simulation
calculation program is similar to that of the broadband monitoring simulator [26]. The difference
is that all target variables in the coating process are GDD coefficients and are no longer T/R
spectral coefficients.

In GDD monitoring, the design optimization function is shown as

MF =
∑︂
λ

(︃
GDD − GDD0

∆

)︃2
(8)
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The merit function in the GDD monitoring process is expressed as

Fj(d) = min
d

∑︁
λ

[GDD(dtheor
1 , . . . dtheor

j−1 , dtheor) − GDDTerminate(dactual
1 , . . . dactual

j−1 , dprediction)]2
(9)

Predicting the current layer stop thickness in GDD monitoring is a re-optimization process;
therefore, the variation in GDD can be compensated by modulating the deposited layer thickness.
Therefore, there is an error self-compensation effect in the GDD monitoring.

In addition, GDD monitoring has a significant advantage in that its inversion error of GDD
monitoring is lower than that of broadband monitoring. In GDD monitoring, analogous to the
method used in the analysis of broadband monitoring in [27], the inversion error function can be
written as

δdj =

j−1∑︂
i=1
αi

jδdi + βj, (10)

Equation (10) represents the error between the actual and determinate thickness of the jth layer.
Where βj denotes the thickness error caused by the systematic error in the monitoring data of the
jth layer as follows:

βj =

∑︁
{λ}

(︂
− ∂GDDj

∂dj
δGDDmeas(λ)

)︂
∑︁
{λ}

(︂
∂GDDj

∂dj

)︂2 (11)

βj in Eq. (11) is influenced by the first-order partial derivative. The GDD of the dispersive mirror
is more sensitive to the thickness than the transmittance coefficient and is expressed as follows:

σGDD∑︁
{λ}

|︁|︁ ∂GDD
∂d

|︁|︁< σT∑︁
{λ}

|︁|︁ ∂T
∂d

|︁|︁ . (12)

where σGDD and σT denote the standard deviations of the random errors during GDD and
broadband monitoring, respectively. Therefore, under the same monitoring wavelength, the
inversion thickness error caused by the GDD monitoring data was smaller than that of broadband
monitoring.

The first term on the right side of Eq. (10) represents the thickness error resulting from the
random thickness error due to the accumulation of test errors during monitoring. Where αi

j is
expressed as follows:

αi
j =

−
∑︁
{λ}

(︂
∂GDDj

∂dj
∂GDDj

∂di

)︂
∑︁
{λ}

(︂
∂GDDj

∂dj

)︂2 (13)

Although the inversion accuracy of GDD monitoring was improved, Eq. (13) cannot be
optimized to zero, and there is still an accumulated error in the inversion thickness. Because
the inversion accuracy of GDD monitoring is higher than that of broad-spectrum monitoring,
the error accumulation effect of GDD monitoring is weaker than that of broadband monitoring.
Thus, with the same level of measurement errors, one should expect the inversion error level of
the GDD monitoring approach to be smaller. This finding illustrates that GDD monitoring can
be used as a new technique to achieve high-precision control of coating thickness. If suitable
monitoring algorithms are developed, GDD monitoring can be used to fabricate diverse optical
coatings.
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5. Conclusion and outlook

This work presents an in-situ GDD monitoring simulator that can run a computational man-
ufacturing and provide relevant data variables in a couple of minutes. The performances of
GDD monitoring, broadband monitoring, and time monitoring in dispersive mirror fabrication
simulations were compared. The results revealed the particular advantages of GDD monitoring
in dispersive mirror fabrication simulations.

The simulation results of the GDD monitoring, broadband monitoring, and time monitoring
simulations for manufacturing dispersive mirrors showed that the fabrication GDD curves
deviated the least from the theoretical values. However, the level of the relative thickness errors
of GDD monitoring was not the smallest. In Section 4, statistical analysis of many simulations
demonstrates the error self-compensation effect in GDD monitoring. The error self-compensation
mechanism for GDD targets is derived from predicting the current layer stop thickness in GDD
monitoring as a re-optimization process. The absence of error self-compensation effect in the
time monitoring process of fabricating of dispersive mirrors is due to the non-correlation of
thickness errors, and the inability of broadband monitoring to compensate for GDD targets is due
to the inconsistency between the variables of the design merit function and the monitoring merit
function.

Finally, GDD monitoring is particularly sensitive to optical thickness variations, allowing for a
more precise layer thickness inversion. It may become a possible new control technology for
manufacturing different types of optical coatings. We will do further research in the future.
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